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Rev.	123,	45–54.	Thus,	these	may	define	species'	canonical	traits	by	epigenetic	processes	(Reik	and	Walter,	2001;	Salmon	et	al.,	2008;	Jablonka	and	Raz,	2009;	Johannes	et	al.,	2009;	Koerner	et	al.,	2009;	Verhoeven	et	al.,	2010;	Daxinger	and	Whitelaw,	2012;	MacDonald,	2012;	Frésard	et	al.,	2013).	14,	47–58.	Arch.	doi:	10.1155/2012/585024	PubMed
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stress	disorder	(PTSD),	as	well	as	mood	and	anxiety	maladies	(True	et	al.,	1993).	doi:	10.1007/s10648-011-9170-y	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Stevenson,	T.	Médica	Clínica	Las	Condes	26,	34–41.	In	these	three	types	of	environment,	children	can	be	subjected	to	positive	and	negative	stimuli	that	will	be	very	important	in	their	learning	process
and	personal	formation.	Therefore,	stress-related	epigenetic	marks	could	be	found	in	people	undergoing	stress	during	their	ontogeny,	with	long	term	consequences	on	their	psychological	functioning,	and	these	changes	can	even	be	preserved	in	the	following	generations	as	an	intergenerational	traumatic	response	(Mulder	et	al.,	2017).	Figure	1.
Bullying,	Depression,	and	Suicidality	in	Adolescents.	Socioeconomic	status	and	the	brain:	mechanistic	insights	from	human	and	animal	research.	“Children's,	epigenetics	and	its	applications	to	health,”	in	Epigenetics,	the	Environment,	and	Children's	Health	Across	Lifespans,	ed	D.	Paris:	Gonthier-Denoël.	Gen.	doi:	10.1371/journal.pone.0126638
PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Belsky,	J.,	Bakermans-Kranenburg,	M.	DNA	methylation	dynamics	during	the	mammalian	life	cycle.	Similarly,	in	plants,	it	has	been	shown	that	DNA	methylation	epigenetic	changes	established	by	exposure	to	particular	stress	conditions	can	be	gradually	reverted	and	returned	to	epigenetic	states
similar	to	those	of	maternal	plants	once	stress	conditions	are	discontinued	(Baránek	et	al.,	2015).	M.,	Brito,	N.	17,	377–382.	28,	12–23.	11:228.	Moreover,	the	offspring	were	incapable	of	facing	adverse	or	novel	circumstances.	Dev.	P.,	Leu,	N.	Yehuda	et	al.	S.,	Kippin,	T.	Psychologie	et	Épistémologie:	Pour	une	théorie	de	la	Connaissance.	Some
educators	are	starting	to	pay	attention	to	the	importance	of	epigenetic	mechanisms	within	the	classroom.	doi:	10.1016/j.psyneuen.2015.04.013	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Zaidan,	H.,	Leshem,	M.,	and	Gaisler-Salomon,	I.	Transgenerational	epigenetic	programming	via	sperm	microRNA	recapitulates	effects	of	paternal	stress.
doi:	10.1038/mp.2014.84	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Morgan,	H.	Frente	a	esta	realidad,	la	doctora	Florencia	Raele	explica	cada	uno	de	los	factores	que	pueden	enfermarnos	y	cómo	intervenir	para	lograr	una	salud	integral	recuperando	las	funciones	ancestrales	que	hemos	olvidado.	F3	or	F2?	Brassica	oleracea	displays	a
high	level	of	DNA	methylation	polymorphism.	However,	in	order	to	reach	to	this	level	of	application	of	epigenetic	knowledge,	the	role	of	epigenetic	plasticity	on	learning,	stress	response	and	children's	health	must	be	further	studied.	Mol.	167,	171–186.	This	is	concordant	with	evidence	showing	that	poverty	is	among	the	factors	leading	to	PTSD	and
that	these	stress	patterns	have	a	negative	effect	on	a	child's	cognitive	abilities	(Milan	et	al.,	2013).	Teacher	wellbeing:	the	importance	of	teacher-student	relationships.	Biología	y	Conocimiento,	Ensayo	Sobre	las	Relaciones	Entre	las	Regulaciones	Orgánicas	y	Los	Procesos	Cognoscitivos.	Neurobiol.	159,	30–37.	doi:	10.1073/pnas.1118514109	PubMed
Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Day,	J.	Interestingly,	supporters	of	each	teaching	model	could	claim	Andrew	succeeded	because	of	their	tactics:	he	could	have	exceled	due	to	the	strict	education	program	imposed	by	his	music	teacher	Terence	Fletcher,	or	due	to	the	love,	confidence	and	support	provided	by	his	ever-present	father.	doi:
10.1111/j.1467-8624.2009.01325.x	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Siklenka,	K.,	Erkek,	S.,	Godmann,	M.,	Lambrot,	R.,	McGraw,	S.,	Lafleur,	C.,	et	al.	39,	66–72.	Strikingly,	recent	evidence	shows	that	an	altered	ncRNA	function	gives	rise	to	diverse	hereditary	maladies,	including	neurological	disorders	(Vučićević	et	al.,	2014).	R.,
Davies,	W.,	and	Wilkinson,	L.	“Education	Reform	in	Chile.	O.,	Sasaki,	A.,	D'Alessio,	A.	Transgenerational	epigenetic	inheritance:	how	important	is	it?	(2013b).	U.S.A.	110,	16651–16656.	DNA	methylation	divergence	can	be	linked	to	stable	phenotypes	(Szyf,	2011).	The	school-age	environment	can	affect	performance	during	adulthood.	For	example,	in
mice	partaking	in	maternal	nutrition,	this	phenomenon	brings	stable	phenotypic	consequences	for	the	offspring	(Morgan	and	Whitelaw,	2008).	doi:	10.1016/j.biopsych.2013.04.014	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	A.,	Mandansky,	D.,	King,	S.,	Fletcher,	K.	Epigenetic	transgenerational	inheritance	of	altered	stress	responses.	The
frequent	exposure	of	youngsters	to	a	stressful,	aggressive	school	environment	(either	as	victims	or	bullies)	is	shown	to	negatively	associate	to	syndromes	such	as	depression,	ideation,	and	suicide	attempts	(Brunstein	et	al.,	2007).	One	of	these	periods	occurs	after	fertilization,	when	a	major	reduction	in	DNA	methylation	occurs,	followed	by	the	re-
establishment	of	DNA	methylation	patterns	by	the	time	of	blastocyst	implantation	(Hackett	and	Surani,	2013a).	Moreover,	the	connection	between	the	malfunction	of	epigenetic	regulation	and	the	occurrence	of	several	mental	disorders	has	become	rather	clear	thanks	to	recent	research	(Rudenko	and	Tsai,	2014).	doi:	10.1002/ece3.1993	PubMed
Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Xie,	L.,	Korkmaz,	K.	These	findings	point	out	that	PRS	influences	in	adolescent	females	lead	to	behavioral	modifications	that	extend,	at	least,	to	the	second-generation	offspring,	and	indicate	that	there	is	a	transgenerational	effect	on	endocrine	function.	(2018).	It	has	been	proposed	that	this	begins	with
prompt,	short-lived	epigenetic	changes	that	may	ultimately	lead	to	stable	epigenetic	marks	in	a	multistep	fashion.	Mental	health	and	associated	factors	among	young	offenders	in	Chile	:	a	cross-sectional	study.	(2005).	Behav.	Trends	Endocrinol.	These	steps	are	crucial	in	the	formation	of	every	tissue,	in	particular	neural	tissues,	and	have	key	roles	in
the	conformation	of	behavior	(Reik	et	al.,	2001).	Moreover,	the	regulation	of	gene	transcription	mediated	by	microRNA	has	recently	been	found	to	be	related	to	learning	and	memory	in	mice.	doi:	10.1016/S0306-4530(01)00045-2	CrossRef	Full	Text	Hackett,	J.	D.,	Sodhi,	M.,	and	Kleinman,	J.	Piaget,	J.	doi:	10.1080/02678373.2012.734709	CrossRef	Full
Text	|	Google	Scholar	Nielsen,	M.	doi:	10.1093/hropen/hoy010	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Bredy,	T.	In	another	study,	unpredictable	maternal	separation	has	been	shown	to	induce	depressive-like	behaviors	and	altered	behavioral	responses	to	adverse	environments.	This	study	included	three	different	causes	of	parental	PTSD:	The	Holocaust,
the	World	Trade	Center	collapse,	and	maternal	childhood	abuse	(Yahyavi	et	al.,	2014;	Yehuda	et	al.,	2014).	As	such,	special	care	should	be	taken	in	the	development	of	future	teachers	and	school	educators	in	this	respect.	doi:	10.1111/j.1467-8721.2007.00525.x	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Bertoldo,	M.	This	evidence	represents	the	first
demonstration	that	metabolic	patterns	affected	by	stress	might	also	be	transgenerationally	transmitted	through	epigenetic	inheritance.	Natl.	A.	It	is	important	to	highlight	that	these	periods	of	resetting	DNA	methylation	patterns,	are	windows	of	sensitivity	to	environmental	exposures,	both	in	PGCs	and	early	embryos	(Jirtle	and	Skinner,	2007;	Feil	and
Fraga,	2012).	S.,	Braun,	K.,	and	Bock,	J.	(2016)	studied	a	stress-related	gene	that	has	been	associated	with	PTSD	and	depression	(FKBP5),	and	demonstrated	that	people	who	suffered	during	the	Holocaust	presented	DNA	methylation	modifications	in	this	gene.	doi:	10.1098/rstb.2006.1942	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar
Jablonka,	E.,	and	Raz,	G.	It	is	at	the	school	where	they	learn	skills	and	project	their	future	role	in	society	(Hannah,	2013);	it	is	also	at	the	school	where,	by	means	of	learning,	the	brain	develops	rapidly,	establishing	new	neural	connections.	L.,	and	Lattal,	K.	Importantly,	the	serotonin	transporter	gene	drives	a	number	of	autonomic	responses	to	stress
(Feder	et	al.,	2009).	doi:	10.3389/fmicb.2017.02483	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Füllgrabe,	J.,	Klionsky,	D.	14,	20427–20442.	doi:	10.7764/psykhe.21.2.548	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	True,	W.	Epigenetic	mechanisms	of	genomic	imprinting:	common	themes	in	the	regulation	of	imprinted	regions	in	mammals,	plants,
and	insects.	S.,	Uzumcu,	M.,	Skinner,	M.	Prereproductive	stress	to	female	rats	alters	corticotropin	releasing	factor	type	1	expression	in	ova	and	behavior	and	brain	corticotropin	releasing	factor	type	1	expression	in	offspring.	21,	214–222.	This	epigenetic	influence	was	observed	not	only	in	exposed	parents,	but	also	in	their	offspring.	Environmentally
induced	epigenetic	transgenerational	inheritance	of	male	infertility.	Nonetheless,	knowledge	gaps	remain,	since	the	molecular	mechanisms	involved	in	this	transgenerational	transmission	are	not	fully	understood	(Mulder	et	al.,	2017).	Reversible	DNA	methylation	regulates	seasonal	photoperiodic	time	measurement.	doi:
10.1016/j.psychres.2016.06.022	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Fenoglio,	C.,	Ridolfi,	E.,	Galimberti,	D.,	and	Scarpini,	E.	Outcomes	of	exposure	to	workplace	bullying:	a	meta-analytic	review.	16,	33–41.	Final	Epistemological	Considerations	Current	evidence	provided	by	the	study	of	epigenetic	influences	on	behavioral
development	and	transgenerational	consequences	through	cultural	as	well	as	epigenetic	inheritance	highlights	the	dynamic	nature	of	organisms'	plasticity.	Viol.	doi:	10.1016/j.biopsych.2015.08.005	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Zaidan,	H.,	and	Gaisler-Salomon,	I.	Furthermore,	trauma	and	abuse	in	early	life	have	been
associated	to	allele-specific	changes	in	methylation	patterns	of	genes	moderating	the	induction	of	psychosis	(Klengel	et	al.,	2012;	Klengel	and	Binder,	2015).	In	humans,	it	has	been	hypothesized	that	early	in	life,	social	environment	may	have	a	long-lasting	effect	on	mental	and	physical	health	trajectories	due	to	epigenetic	marking	of	specific	genes
(Mehta	et	al.,	2013;	Hollar,	2016a,b).	Multigenerational	obesity-induced	perturbations	in	oocyte-secreted	factor	signalling	can	be	ameliorated	by	exercise	and	nicotinamide	mononucleotide.	Proc.	During	these	early	stages	of	brain	development,	the	role	of	the	environment	becomes	of	great	importance	for	learning	(Lenroot	and	Giedd,	2006;	Saxe	et	al.,
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ontogenies	affected	environmentally	by	educational	influences	(cyan	boxes)	provided	by	F1	and	F2	respectively,	such	as	teachers'	impact	over	their	students'	ontogenies.	What	is	an	epigenetic	transgenerational	phenotype?	This	is	of	utmost	relevance	when	considering	the	aforementioned	studies	highlighting	the	connection	between	epigenetic
environmental	regulators	and	behavioral	development	(e.g.,	Noble	et	al.,	2015;	Denhardt,	2017).	doi:	10.1126/science.1108190	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Azzi,	A.,	Dallmann,	R.,	Casserly,	A.,	Rehrauer,	H.,	Patrignani,	A.,	Maier,	B.,	et	al.	A.,	and	Bale,	T.	Epigenetic	transmission	of	the	impact	of	early	stress	across
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emergent	controls	that	help	to	understand	the	acquisition	of	phenotypic	modifications	within	both	the	evolutionary	and	ecological	contexts	(Oyama,	2000).	24,	235–242.	For	instance,	in	mice	early	life	stress	(ELS)	caused	by	maternal	separation	induced	histone	acetylations	that	altered	the	expression	of	the	synaptic	plasticity	genes	Arc	and	Egr1	in	the
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however,	must	consider	both	learning	and	its	related	cognitive	process	within	an	epigenetic	dimension,	allowing	pupils	to	achieve	educational	goals	while	constructing	their	own	set	of	meaningful	topics	within	their	brains.	However,	Mendelian	genetics	has	been	unsuccessful	in	providing	an	adequate	explanation	for	the	inheritance	mechanisms
related	to	the	etiology	of	these	diseases.	For	example,	it	has	been	shown	that	environmental	stressors	can	affect	the	developing	fetal	ovary,	which	results	in	long-term	consequences	through	ontogeny,	including	predisposition	to	illness	(Ren	et	al.,	2017).	doi:	10.1111/jnc.12210	PubMed	Abstract	|	CrossRef	Full	Text	|	Google	Scholar	Yahyavi,	S.
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